
Removing Barriers to Entry

Complexity is a massive
hurdle for investors  

Q9 makes investing in digital assets simple 
and convenient 

Single platform for your
digital asset needs

Private-key management

Integration between buying / 
selling and custody

Fiat / Crypto deposit and 
withdrawal

The Challenge

Asset class is largely 
inaccessible

Solving Issues of Holding Digital Assets 

Industry problems with
storing assets 

Secure, flexible and comprehensive Custody 
Gateway solution 

Route assets to multiple 
jurisdictions 

Systems and processes 
conform to rigorous 
industry standards

Control of where/how 
assets are stored

Coin provenance analysis 
using compliance and 
investigation tools

The Challenge

Exchange hacks

Coins with darknet
history

Changes in regulations

Delivering a Private Wealth Experience 

Exchanges are designed 
for mass retail investors 

Personalised service combined with state-of-the-art 
platform to bring you an exceptional experience

Dedicated relationship 
manager 

Support and 
communication

Individual reporting 
and analysis

Customised solutions

The Challenge

No customer support

Standardised offerings

Transforming the Digital Asset Experience 
for Private Wealth 

Buy, sell, and store digital assets with ease. Invest with the trust of an established 
financial services provider with 40 years of group history
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Cutting-edge trading technology, deep liquidity, 
efficiency and transparency 

The Challenge

Addressing Problems with Buying and Selling

Direct access to 
dealing desk 

One price and no 
hidden fees

Instant online execution24/7 streaming prices

Most platforms not the solution 
for private wealth

High costs and poor liquidity 
at exchanges

Many brokers only offer 
manual trading 

Accessing Product

Issues with many digital 
asset products

We are building one of the largest and most 
sophisticated product sets in the industry 

Diverse list of 
products 

Full control of your 
assets

Customisation and  
flexibility 

Cost efficient

The Challenge

Funds often have lock-up
periods and limited control 

Other products are often
fragmented

Purpose Built
Our end-to-end digital experience is designed specifically for: 

Private Wealth          Family Offices / Wealth Managers          Corporates


